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INTRODUCTION 
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Planning of Content –  
A Must For Virtual Construction 

Information in construction projects is developed throughout a number of design 
phases, which are, traditionally, concluded by the completion of a set of design 
drawings along with a specification document. 

The drawing centered organization of preparation of project information in phases 
leads to a limited capability to provide cost and schedule feedback to the overall 
project team during the design process: only after the completion of a phase can an 
estimate and schedule be prepared.  

Because of the time that is required to prepare cost and schedule information based on 
the design information in a phase, a significant amount of waste exists in the process: 
design decisions frequently have to be reconsidered after cost and schedule feedback is 
received. 

Building Information Modeling (BIM) technology provides a tool for designers that 
allows for issuing incremental versions of “design in progress” data by releasing BIM 
files after completion of a stage, rather than a phase. Stage Models do not have to be 
fully completed models (similar to phase drawings), and can contain the information 
associated with a sub set of design decisions that have been made over the course of 
two to three weeks.  

The premise is that with the use of BIM and stages, the limited sub sets of information 
can be turned around by parties responsible for cost and schedule aspects much 
quicker than a full set of project documentation, which allows for timely feedback on 
cost and schedule status. This, in turn, enables construction experts to become 
proactive members of a project team, rather than reactive, which will lead to more 
optimized design and true value for money for the owner. 

Not long after the start of Virtual Construction project planning at Vico s Virtual 
Construction team, back in 2005, we recognized the need for a content planning 
methodology that would help us define what would have to be included in Virtual 
Construction models that we were building for our customers. We needed to plan 
which parts of the project were going to be modeled, how the elements would be used 
to extract quantities, and which cost and schedule content was needed to create 
estimates and schedule plans. 
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Planning of Content –  
A Must For Virtual Construction 

The Content Plan was created at this time. The plan, in essence a spreadsheet with a 
list of project scope items, included instructions for model and estimate creation, and 
often used the Construction Standardization Institute s Uniformat coding system to 
organize the list of items. We have since used it successfully in hundreds of projects 
and has become the main communication tool for definition of BIM content in project 
teams. 

As mentioned above, one of the great benefits of Building Information Modeling is its 
capability to allow teams to over time gradually increase the amount of information in 
the prepared design data. Aspects that cannot be fully designed and specified can be 
included as low detail  placeholders  that can be combined with elements that are 
highly specified for aspects for which design decisions have already been made. 
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Creation of the MPS Concept 

For downstream use of BIM data, it is important to understand which items are fully 
detailed and which items are represented as simple  allocations . We also found that 
there was a lot of benefit in the ability to plan when the transition from  placeholder  
content to detailed content was possible. 

To accomplish these goals, we needed a metric to identify the amount of information 
captured in a set of content, which includes the 3D model, cost and schedule content. 
The LOD, or Level Of Detail, assigned to a group of elements, does exactly that. It allows 
teams to define the targeted amount of information (or information “richness”) in a 
group of elements so that estimators and schedule planners what information, as it 
relates to accuracy and diversification, can be expected on a planned date. The idea of 
planning the maturity of model content was to inform all team members what inputs 
could be expected for the next round of estimating and scheduling. 

The numbers selected for Level Of Detail were multiples of 100, so that future 
expansion of the structure would be possible. With LOD 100 ( conceptual massing ) as 
the lowest detail level, content can be developed into LOD 200 ( approximate element 
sizes, generic representation ) to LOD 300 ( diversification of size and materials ) and 
LOD 400 ( construction documentation ). 

By defining the targeted LOD per Building Element Category (typically based on the 
Uniformat classification system), we could define a matrix that showed the expected 
maturity level of BIM information in a planning phase. 

By placing multiple stages next to each other on the horizontal axis, we could then plan 
a project s progression over time: the creation of the Model Progression Specification, 
or MPS. 

After testing and refining of this new concept with Webcor Builders of San Francisco, 
California, the AIA adopted the concept and turned it into a standard agreement that is 
today known as E202. 
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MPS 2.0 

Although the high level definition of targeted information maturity level per element 
category is beneficial, we soon realized that the “how” part was missing in the MPS 
concept: teams could agree on a certain Level Of Detail for content to be created, but 
instructions and guidelines were still absent. The targets could be interpreted 
differently by team members involved, which still resulted in unreliable downstream 
usage. 

To try and address this “lack of specification” problem, we tried to combine the 
Content Plan with the MPS concept. MPS 2.0, developed in 2010, was our attempt to 
define Level Of Detail targets and content in one single document. 

The MPS framework had to be refined to be able to hold all this detailed information. 
We decided to break the specification information down into the types of information 
that had to be included (“Model”, “Cost” and “Schedule”) and called them Aspects. 

Making the planning of the various Classes more flexible, a detail level for each of the 
Aspects was added, which we named Classes. 

What now became possible was separate planning of content for each of the three 
Aspects of a 5D Model (3D model + Cost + Time). 
For example, we could say that an LOD 200 set of information always contains a Class 2 
model, a Class 3  estimate and a Class 2 schedule. By combining these requirements in 
a table, an LOD Master could be defined, which, combined with descriptions for each of 
the Aspect Classes, gave the very generic LOD numbers more meaning. 
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Target LOD s with Aspects and their 
Classes (Model Classes shown) 
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MPS 2.0 

With the MPS 2.0 framework in place, content could be defined for all Element 
Categories. We defined this content on two levels: 

• Guidelines (“Methods”) 

• Content (“Content Plan inside MPS”) 

In MPS 2.0, the guidelines were defined for each Element Category (typically based on 
Uniformat), resulting in a complete set of instructions for designers, estimators and 
planners. 

After defining the guidelines, each unique Element in the project was then defined 
following the defined guidelines. 

 

INSERT IMAGE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Although the second version of the MPS concept was more complete than the original 
concept that resulted in E202, the setup with guidelines and content definitions for 
each of the categories in the Uniformat system proved impractical when applied in 
projects. The diversity of elements that can be recognized in projects is significant and 
soon led to a “fractal tree” of combinations and permutations of similar content. 
Maintaining the spec with design changes and model updates was therefore a time 
consuming exercise. 
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MPS with “Methods” and “Content” layers in spreadsheet. 
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MPS 3.0: Use of Primitives 

In response to the experience with the MPS 2.0 work, a simplified and more workable 
version of the MPS concept was created in 2011, and presented as MPS 3.0. 

MPS 3.0 no longer defines guidelines (“Methods”) per element category, but takes 
advantage of the realization that a significant share of the guidelines in MPS 2.0 were 
very similar. Based on the Virtual Construction experience obtained in more than 500 
projects, a limited set of standard “model behaviors” could be defined as “Primitives”, 
the “atoms” of Virtual Construction. 

Instead of defining guidelines and content for all Uniformat sections, Primitives allow 
for detailed definition of model constraints. From each of the Building Element 
Categories, teams can now refer to a Primitive that should be used to include 
information in the project. The use of Primitives turns progression planning into a tool, 
rather than a task. 

This booklet contains Vico’s standard set of 25 Primitives – the standard behaviors that 
have been distilled from more than 8 years of Virtual Construction work. On page 13, 
we have also included a sample progression planning framework that can be used as a 
basis for your planning work. 
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Design Progression 

Example Primitives: Wall and Slab 
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MPS 3.0: Use of Primitives 

The methodology for progression planning that we use and teach during workshops 
with project teams consists of 7 steps: 

1. Define Aspects and Classes to establish Virtual Construction vocabulary for your 
team and company. 
For each Class, describe what it means to develop content at that detail level. Also 
describe how quantity information will be used between the Aspects. 

2. Map the defined Classes (for all Aspects) to overall Target Level Of Detail numbers. 
This is where the Aspects and Classes are mapped to the E202 document. 

3. Review the set of standard Primitives in this booklet with your (project) team and 
make modifications and adjustments as all parties involved see fit. Reviewing the 
set of Primitives with the team leads to better understanding of requirements per 
Class of model content and makes committing to an E202 document more valuable. 
Additional – project specific – Primitives may be added as needed. 

4. Steps 1, 2 and 3 result in your Progression Planning Framework, which can then be 
used to fill out AIA s E202 with a full understanding of the required content that 
needs to be developed for all Aspects. 

5. In E202, make references to defined Primitives per Building Element Category (e.g. 
per Uniformat specification) to specify how content should be included. 

6. Instead of predefining all content to be used in the project, define a naming 
convention and keep a model content Log File: a “Virtual Warehouse” with all 
unique Building Elements in the project that can be used to prepare cost and 
schedule Aspect content during work on a Stage model. 

7. At the end of each Stage, quality check content by reviewing the completed model 
using the defined Primitives. 
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MPS 3.0: Use of Primitives 

The result of planning content for your project with MPS 3.0 and Primitives is a project 
specification with the following structure: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This booklet contains examples for your own Progression Specification that defines the 
“How” behind E202 s target LOD s. If you would like Vico’s assistance during an onsite 
workshop with your project team, please contact us at info@vicosoftware.com.  

Also, check out the Virtual Construction software we offer to support your truly 
integrated Building Information Modeling work: www.vicosoftware.com.  

Lastly, you can learn more about Progression Planning here: 
http://www.vicosoftware.com/rolling-out-the-mps-on-a-new-
project/tabid/297478/Default.aspx 
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Planning 
Framework 

Primitives 

E202 

Project Content Log 

Project Model 

Matrix that shows project stages, Element 
Categories (Uniformat or similar) and Target LOD’s 
(100, 200, 300, …) 

Definition of Aspects and their Classes, mapping to E202’s 
target LOD’s. Quantity relations between Classes. 

25 “Standard Model Behaviors” - definition of 
modeling guidelines per Class. 

“Virtual Warehouse” with all 
unique model elements; project 
cost content defined as 
Reference. 
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A PROGRESSION 
PLANNING 
FRAMEWORK 

MPS 3.0 – Section 2:  
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Progression Planning Framework 

Instead of considering the design phase of a project as a whole, the Project Progression 
Plan uses (in compliance with AIA’s E202 document) a breakdown of information based 
on the CSI Uniformat classification structure. The classes in the structure are called 
Building Element Categories. 

The intervals in which design, cost and schedule information is produced for a selection 
of Building Element Categories are called Stages of about 2-4 weeks. Phase completion 
milestones (e.g. SD, DD, CD) can be tagged to completion of key stages; in other words: 
several Stages will be used to get to the completion of a traditional Phase. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Building Element Categories contain Building Elements, “Virtual Construction” 
representations of building elements that contain information for design, cost and 
schedule, which are called Aspects of the Building Element. 

Information for each of the Aspects can be included at varying information maturity 
levels, ranging from a rough average to a detailed calculation and specification. These 
levels are called Classes for Aspects, and are further defined in the “Progression 
Planning Classes” section of this document. 
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Building Element Categories and Stages of a Project. 
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Progression Planning Framework 

A separate Progression Planning Matrix contains a mapping of defined Aspect Classes 
to an overall target Level Of Detail. Interdependencies between Classes define what 
information is needed as input from an upstream information source’s output. (For 
example: a Class “C3” estimate requires design model information at Class “M3”.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Summarizing, in Vico’s Project Progression Planning, the Level Of Detail target for a 
Building Element Category, which applies to all Building Elements within that Category, 
is established per Stage and requires information for the Aspects to be included with 
the Class as defined in the Progression Planning Matrix. Classes are defined per 
company and form the foundation for Project Progression Planning. 

To provide a specification for Building Elements (including Design, Cost and Schedule 
Aspects), without having to define all unique Elements in a Stage, Primitives are used to 
document a typical implementation of a limited set of standard building elements. 
From within the Progression Specification, these Primitives can then be referenced, and 
used as a guideline for quality checking after completion of a Stage. 
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Example Progression Planning Matrix, in which dependencies 
between  Aspects are defined and qualified: a “C3” cost estimate 
requires “M3” design input and the cost information can be used as 
input for an “S3” schedule. 
To achieve the Target Level Of Detail (LOD) of a Building Element 
Category, information of included Aspects much match the defined 
guidelines per Class. 
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Progression Planning Framework 

M0 No Model 

   Only descriptions and requirements exist 

 Potentially Key Figures available (e.g. “Number of Beds”, “Number of Parking Spots”) 

M1 Overall Mass Representation of Building Envelope 

   Model of the building s exterior envelope, used to define the overall foot print and the 

building s presence in the environment 

 Gross Surface Area can be extracted if model is split into floors 

M2 Overall Mass Representation of Building Envelope with Defined Departments 

   Refinement of M1 by defining departments within the exterior skin 

 Model-based quantities (Surface Areas) can be used to calculate cost per department (e.g. 

“Finishes per Department”) 

M3 Approximate Element Types and Sizes, Initial Diversification  

 Generic element types based on early design input 

 Generic, non-material specific representation 

M4 Detailed Element Types and Sizes, Diversification per Spec 

   Detailed definition of elements 

 Material specific 

M5 Detailed Element Types and Sizes, Fabrication Level 

    Fabrication drawing level of detail design information 

 Specification for procurement purposes 

M6 High level of detail (simplified Virtual Mock-up and Fabrication) 

    High diversification of content based on actual size information 

 Main purpose: coordination 
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Vico’s Generic Model Classes: the model diversification and detail levels recognized 
during Virtual Construction work. 

The Generic Model Classes are further specified and refined for the individual 
Primitives (see: section 3 of this booklet). 
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Progression Planning Framework 

C1 Key Figure or GFA Based Cost Calculation 

   Element Category confidence level 0%-2% 

 Average cost per area unit by system (e.g. “Foundations”, “Superstructure”, “Electrical”) 

 Average cost per key figure quantity (e.g. “per parking spot” or “per hospital bed”) 

 Division level ranges 

C2 Key Figure or GFA Based with Detailed Elements by Ratio 

   Element Category confidence level 1%-15% 

 Detailed Cost per Element using Quantity Ratios 

 Use of similar project reference(s) for calculation of ratios and element content 

 Suitable for driving S3, S4 or S5 schedule tasks, depending on information in ratio-based 

elements 

C3 Generic Element Based Cost Calculation 

   Element Category confidence level 10%-40% 

 Element quantity takeoff drives element or activity level cost estimate 

 Cost calculation not per element type 

 Resource level and/or ranges 

 Suitable for driving S3 schedule tasks 

C4 Detailed Element Quantity Based Cost Calculation 

   Element Category confidence level 30%-70% 

 Element quantity takeoff per type of element 

 Cost calculated per element type and per activity 

 Resource level cost information included 

 Suitable for driving S4 schedule tasks  

C5 Procurement  Quantity Based Cost Calculation 

   Element Category confidence level 50%-100% 

 Element quantity takeoff per element specification 

 Subcontractor based 

 Cost calculated per trade with resources defined (material, labor, equipment, subcontracted 

work, other) 

 Suitable for driving S5 schedule tasks 
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Generic Cost Planning Classes based on completed model-based estimates. Classes and 
descriptions to be reviewed and refined by (project) team. 
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Progression Planning Framework 

S0 Not represented in the schedule 

   No schedule task for the Building Element Category 

S1 Duration allowance, not resource-loaded (i.e. empty task, drawn in Schedule Planner) 

   Early schedule drafts / sketches 

 Not suitable for schedule optimization or production control 

S2 Scheduled based on man-hour quantities by location, not linked to a cost plan 

   manually entered quantities by location. Vico Office Take-Off Manager OR entry in stand-

alone SP 

 Input from subcontractors or resource-loaded CPM  

(duration * crew = man-days * 8 = man-hours) 

 Suitable for schedule optimization and simple production control 

 Not suitable for cash flow analysis or procurement planning 

 Not suitable for data mining  

S3 Task based on a cost plan with simple physical quantities and simple resources 

   Only driving quantity 

 Suitable for schedule optimization and production control 

 Suitable for simple data mining 

 Not suitable for cash flow or procurement 

S4 Task based on a cost plan with multiple quantity line-items and complex resources 

   Includes everything related to the task, including material resources 

 Suitable for cash flow and procurement 

 Suitable for data mining 
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Generic Schedule Planning Classes based on completed project schedules. Classes and 
descriptions to be reviewed and refined by (project) team. 
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Progression Planning Framework 

Sample Progression Plan with Stages, Building Element Categories, Target LOD s and a 
reference to the Primitive(s). The progression plan, with the referenced Primitive(s) 
should be observed when adding BIM elements to the design set. 
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MODEL PRIMITIVES 
MPS 3.0 – Section 3:  
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Definitions and Formatting 

Definition / Formatting Explanation 

Diversification Properties used to define unique element 
definitions in the project’s BIM. More properties 
for diversification results in a more diversified 
representation of elements in a category (for 
example: material AND thickness). 

Scope Design detail level associated with defined 
representation. 

Geometry Guidelines for definition of geometry of element 
representation in the BIM. 

Penetrations Definition of penetrations to include in the 
element created based on the Primitive at a 
specific detail level (“Class”). 
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Formatting Explanation 

Content Description Starting, or unchanged representation of an 
element in the BIM. 

Content Description Updated, more detailed representation of an 
element in the project’s BIM. The updated 
representation replaces (enriches) the previous 
representation. 
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MODEL PRIMITIVES 
MASSING COMPONENTS 
 
 

MPS 3.0 – Section 3:  
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Model 

Classes 
Trait Definition Image 

M1 

Overall Mass Representation of Building Envelope 

  

Diversification: 

Scope: 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

M2 

Overall Mass Representation of Building Envelope with Defined 

Departments 

Diversification: 

Scope: 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

Massing Elements 

Simple shapes modeled to  match the quantity and value of 

building departments. 

Refinement of M1 by defining departments/areas within the 

exterior skin. Model-based quantities (Surface Areas) can be 

used to calculate cost per department. 

Elevator shafts and concrete columns are modeled. 

Conceptual / Program 

Simple shapes modeled to  match the building s exterior 
envelope. 

Model of the building’s exterior envelope, used to define the 

overall foot print and the building’s situation in the 

environment. Gross Surface Area can be extracted if model is 

split into floors. 

Not relevant. 

Conceptual 
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MODEL PRIMITIVES 
RECTANGULAR  SOLID COMPONENTS 

MPS 3.0 – Section 3:  
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Model 

Classes 
Trait Definition Image 

M3 

Approximate Element Types and Sizes, Initial Diversification  

Diversification: 

Scope:   Medium 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

M4 

Detailed Element Types and Sizes, Diversification per Spec 

Diversification: 

Scope:   Average 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

M5 

Detailed Element Types and Sizes, Fabrication Level 

Diversification: 

Scope:   High 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

M6 

High level of detail (simplified Virtual Mock-up and Fabrication) 

Diversification: 

Scope: 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

Solid Wall 

Thickness, type per schedules and additional properties (related to 

estimating/scheduling). 

Modeled with exact rectangular cross sectional geometry. 

Modeled with exact inclination. 

Windows, doors and all modeled MEP runs. 

Thickness, type per schedules and additional properties (related to 

estimating/scheduling). 

Modeled with exact rectangular cross sectional geometry. 

Modeled with exact inclination. 

Windows, doors and main MEP runs. 

Thickness and type per schedules. 

Modeled with exact rectangular cross sectional geometry. 

Modeled with exact inclination. 

Windows and doors only. 

Basic diversification by material and construction method (e.g.: 
prefabricated vs. in-place). 

One typical size used to model all instances of similar types. 

Modeled with closely matching rectangular cross sectional 

geometry. 

Slanted elements modeled with ±5 degree tolerance. 

Windows and doors only. 

High 
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Model 

Classes 
Trait Definition Image 

M3 

Approximate Element Types and Sizes, Initial Diversification  

Diversification: 

Scope:   Medium 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

M4 

Detailed Element Types and Sizes, Diversification per Spec 

Diversification: 

Scope:   Average 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

M5 

Detailed Element Types and Sizes, Fabrication Level 

Diversification: 

Scope:   High 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

M6 

High level of detail (simplified Virtual Mock-up and Fabrication) 

Diversification: 

Scope: 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

Solid Rectangular / Round Column 

Width, breadth, type per schedules and additional properties 

(related to estimating/scheduling). 

Modeled with exact rectangular/round cross sectional geometry. 

Corbel modeled with exact geometry. 

Modeled with exact inclination. 

Penetrations modeled. 

Width, breadth and type per schedules. 

Modeled with exact rectangular/round cross sectional geometry. 

Corbel modeled with closely matching geometry. 

Modeled with exact inclination. 

 -Not modeled 

Basic diversification by material and construction method (e.g.: 
prefabricated vs. in-place). 

One typical size and shape used to model all instances. 

Only free standing columns are modeled separately.  Columns 
inside or protruding from walls are excluded. 

Modeled with closely matching rectangular cross sectional 
geometry. 

Corbel not modeled. 

Slanted elements modeled with ±5 degree tolerance. 

Not modeled. 
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Model 

Classes 
Trait Definition Image 

M3 

Approximate Element Types and Sizes, Initial Diversification  

Diversification: 

Scope:   Medium 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

M4 

Detailed Element Types and Sizes, Diversification per Spec 

Diversification: 

Scope:   Average 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

M5 

Detailed Element Types and Sizes, Fabrication Level 

Diversification: 

Scope:   High 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

M6 

High level of detail (simplified Virtual Mock-up and Fabrication) 

Diversification: 

Scope: 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

Solid Rectangular Beam 

Width, depth, type per schedules and additional properties 

(related to estimating/scheduling). 

Modeled with exact  cross sectional geometry. 

Modeled with exact slope. 

Penetrations modeled. 

Width, depth and type per schedules. 

Modeled with exact cross sectional geometry. 

Modeled with exact slope. 

Not modeled. 

Basic diversification by material and construction method.  

One typical size used to model all instances of similar types. 

Only autonomous beams are modeled individually. Beams and the 
like that formulate an integral part of a greater structural element 
(slab, roof, etc.) are excluded. 

Modeled with closely matching rectangular cross sectional 
geometry. 

Sloped elements modeled with ±5 degree tolerance. 

Not modeled. 
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Model 

Classes 
Trait Definition Image 

M3 

Approximate Element Types and Sizes, Initial Diversification  

Diversification: 

Scope:   Medium 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

M4 

Detailed Element Types and Sizes, Diversification per Spec 

Diversification: 

Scope:   Average 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

M5 

Detailed Element Types and Sizes, Fabrication Level 

Diversification: 

Scope:   High 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

M6 

High level of detail (simplified Virtual Mock-up and Fabrication) 

Diversification: 

Scope: 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

Solid Slab 

Thickness, type per schedules and additional properties (related to 

estimating/scheduling). 

Modeled with exact thickness. 

Sloped elements placed with exact slope. 

Contours are determined during the constructability analysis of 

structural and architectural drawings. 

Elevator openings, staircases and mechanical shafts are modeled.  

Pipe/vent sleeves are modeled. 

Thickness and type per schedules. 

Modeled with exact thickness, Sloped elements placed with exact 
slope, contours are determined during the constructability 
analysis of structural, architectural and MEP drawings. 

Elevator openings, staircases and mechanical shafts are modeled.  

Pipe/vent sleeves are not modeled. 

Basic diversification by material and construction method (e.g.: 
prefabricated vs. in-place). 

All instances modeled with the same typical thickness. 

Slopes and changes in slope are modeled with ±5 degree 
tolerance. 

Elevation changes smaller than 12" are disregarded. 

Contours follow structural drawings. 

Only stair and elevator openings modeled. 
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MODEL PRIMITIVES 
PROFILED SOLID COMPONENTS 

MPS 3.0 – Section 3:  
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Model 

Classes 
Trait Definition Image 

M3 

Approximate Element Types and Sizes, Initial Diversification  

Diversification: 

Scope:   Medium 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

M4 

Detailed Element Types and Sizes, Diversification per Spec 

Diversification: 

Scope:   Average 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

M5 

Detailed Element Types and Sizes, Fabrication Level 

Diversification: 

Scope:   High 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

M6 

High level of detail (simplified Virtual Mock-up and Fabrication) 

Diversification: 

Scope: 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

Profiled Wall 

Profile, type per schedules and additional properties (related to 
estimating/scheduling). 

Modeled with exact cross sectional geometry. 

Modeled with exact inclination. 

Windows, doors and modeled MEP runs 

Profile, type per schedules and additional properties (related to 
estimating/scheduling). 

Modeled with closely matching cross sectional geometry - some 
finer details that do not affect coordination are disregarded. 

Modeled with exact inclination. 

Windows, doors and modeled MEP runs. 

Profile and type per schedules. 

Modeled with closely matching cross sectional geometry - some 
finer details that do not affect coordination are disregarded. 

Modeled with exact inclination. 

Windows, doors and main MEP runs. 

Basic diversification by material and construction method (e.g.: 
prefabricated vs. in-place). 

One typical size used to model all instances of similar types. 

Modeled with closely matching rectangular cross sectional 
geometry. 

Slanted elements modeled with ±5 degree tolerance. 

Windows and doors only. 

High 
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Model 

Classes 
Trait Definition Image 

M3 

Approximate Element Types and Sizes, Initial Diversification  

Diversification: 

Scope:   Medium 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

M4 

Detailed Element Types and Sizes, Diversification per Spec 

Diversification: 

Scope:   Average 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

M5 

Detailed Element Types and Sizes, Fabrication Level 

Diversification: 

Scope:   High 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

M6 

High level of detail (simplified Virtual Mock-up and Fabrication) 

Diversification: 

Scope: 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

Profiled Column 

Profile, type per schedules and additional properties (related to 
estimating/scheduling). 

Modeled with exact cross sectional geometry. 

Modeled with exact inclination. 

Penetrations modeled. 

Profile, type per schedules and additional properties (related to 
estimating/scheduling). 

Modeled with closely matching cross sectional geometry - finer 
details that do not affect coordination are disregarded. 

Modeled with exact inclination. 

Penetrations modeled. 

Profile and type per schedules. 

All instances modeled. 

Modeled with closely matching cross sectional geometry - some 
finer details that do not affect coordination are disregarded. 

Modeled with exact inclination. 

Not modeled. 

Basic diversification by material and construction method (e.g.: 
prefabricated vs. in-place). 

One typical size used to model all instances. 

Only free standing columns are modeled separately.  Columns 
inside or protruding from walls are excluded. 

Modeled with closely matching rectangular cross sectional 
geometry. 

Slanted elements modeled with ±5 degree tolerance. 

Not modeled. 

High 
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Model 

Classes 
Trait Definition Image 

M3 

Approximate Element Types and Sizes, Initial Diversification  

Diversification: 

Scope:   Medium 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

M4 

Detailed Element Types and Sizes, Diversification per Spec 

Diversification: 

Scope:   Average 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

M5 

Detailed Element Types and Sizes, Fabrication Level 

Diversification: 

Scope:   High 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

M6 

High level of detail (simplified Virtual Mock-up and Fabrication) 

Diversification: 

Scope: 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

Profiled Beam 

Profile, type per schedules and additional properties (related to 
estimating/scheduling). 

Modeled with exact cross sectional geometry. 

Modeled with exact slope. 

Penetrations modeled 

Profile, type per schedules and additional properties (related to 
estimating/scheduling). 

Modeled with closely matching cross sectional geometry - some 
finer details that do not affect coordination are disregarded. 

Modeled with exact slope. 

Penetrations modeled. 

Profile and type per schedules. 

All instances modeled. 

Modeled with exact rectangular/round cross sectional geometry. 

Modeled with exact slope. 

 Not modeled. 

Basic diversification by material and construction method. 

One typical size used to model all instances of similar types. 

Only autonomous beams are modeled individually.  Beams and 
the like that formulate an integral part of a greater structural 
element (slab, roof, etc.) are excluded. 

Modeled with closely matching rectangular cross sectional 
geometry. 

Sloped elements modeled with ±5 degree tolerance. 

Not modeled. 

High 
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MODEL PRIMITIVES 
MULTI-LAYERED COMPONENTS 

MPS 3.0 – Section 3:  
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Model 

Classes 
Trait Definition Image 

M3 

Approximate Element Types and Sizes, Initial Diversification  

Diversification: 

Scope:   Medium 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

M4 

Detailed Element Types and Sizes, Diversification per Spec 

Diversification: 

Scope:   Average 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

M5 

Detailed Element Types and Sizes, Fabrication Level 

Diversification: 

Scope:   High 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

M6 

High level of detail (simplified Virtual Mock-up and Fabrication) 

Diversification: 

Scope: 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

Composite Wall 

Material, thickness, type per schedules and additional properties. 
Different layers of the composite are modeled separately. 

Adjacent layers of similar properties are modeled separately. 

Wall layers modeled with exact rectangular cross sectional 
geometry (as solid wall types). 

In-wall components modeled as separate solids with exact cross 
sectional geometry. Modeled with exact inclination. 

Windows, doors and modeled MEP runs. 

Material, thickness, type per schedules and additional properties.  

Different layers of the composite are modeled separately.  

Adjacent layers of similar properties are modeled as a single layer. 

Wall layers modeled with exact rectangular cross sectional 

geometry (as solid wall types). 

In-wall components modeled as separate solids with exact 

enveloping geometry . Modeled with exact inclination. 

Windows, doors and modeled MEP runs. 

Thickness, composite structure and type per schedules. 

Purely structural and architectural layers modeled separately. 

All non-load bearing architectural layers modeled with a single 
solid. 

All load bearing structural layers modeled with a single solid. 

Wall layers modeled with exact rectangular cross sectional 
geometry (as solid wall types). 

Modeled with exact inclination. 

Windows, doors and main MEP runs. 

Basic diversification by material and construction method.  

One typical size used to model all instances of similar types. 

Any purely structural layers modeled as part of the architectural 

layer(s). 

Composite modeled as a single solid. 

Modeled with closely matching rectangular cross sectional 

geometry. 

Slanted elements modeled with ±5 degree tolerance. 

Windows and doors only. 

High 
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Model 

Classes 
Trait Definition Image 

M3 

Approximate Element Types and Sizes, Initial Diversification  

Diversification: 

Scope:   Medium 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

M4 

Detailed Element Types and Sizes, Diversification per Spec 

Diversification: 

Scope:   Average 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

M5 

Detailed Element Types and Sizes, Fabrication Level 

Diversification: 

Scope:   High 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

M6 

High level of detail (simplified Virtual Mock-up and Fabrication) 

Diversification: 

Scope: 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

Composite Slab 

Thickness, type per schedules and additional properties. Different 

layers of the composite are modeled separately. 

Adjacent layers of similar properties are modeled separately. 

Decking modeled separately from concrete - flutes modeled. 

Slab layers modeled with exact thickness (as solid slab types). 

Profiled layers modeled with exact enveloping rectangular 

geometry. In-slab components modeled as separate solids with 

exact enveloping geometry (as solid beam types). 

 
Pipe/vent sleeves and column block outs are modeled. 

Thickness, type per schedules and additional properties. Different 

layers of the composite are modeled separately. Adjacent layers of 

similar properties are modeled as a single layer. 

Slab layers modeled with exact thickness (as solid slab types). 

Profiled layers modeled with exact enveloping rectangular 

geometry. In-slab components modeled as separate solids with 

exact enveloping geometry (as solid beam types). 

Pipe/vent sleeves and column block outs are modeled. 

Thickness and type per schedules. 

Purely structural and architectural layers modeled separately. 

All architectural layers modeled with a single solid. 

All structural layers modeled with a single solid. 

Slab layers modeled with exact thickness. Profiled layers modeled 

with exact enveloping rectangular geometry. Sloped elements 

placed with exact slope. Contours are determined during the 

constructability analysis of design drawings. 

Elevator openings, staircases and mechanical shafts are modeled, 

placed as holes in the slab. 

Basic diversification by material and construction method (e.g.: 

prefabricated vs. in-place). 

One typical size used to model all instances of similar types. 

Structural and architectural layers modeled in a single solid. 

Composite modeled as a single solid. 

Modeled with closely matching rectangular cross sectional 

geometry. Slopes and changes in slope are modeled with ±5 

degree tolerance. Elevation changes smaller than 12" are 

disregarded. Contours follow structural drawings. 

Only stair and elevator openings modeled.  

High 
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Model 

Classes 
Trait Definition Image 

M3 

Approximate Element Types and Sizes, Initial Diversification  

Diversification: 

Scope:   Medium 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

M4 

Detailed Element Types and Sizes, Diversification per Spec 

Diversification: 

Scope:   Average 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

M5 

Detailed Element Types and Sizes, Fabrication Level 

Diversification: 

Scope:   High 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

M6 

High level of detail (simplified Virtual Mock-up and Fabrication) 

Diversification: 

Scope: 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

Flooring 

All thicknesses modeled, thickness, type per schedules and 

additional properties (related to estimating/scheduling). 

Different layers of the composite are modeled separately. 

Floor finish pattern changes modeled. Adjacent layers of similar 

properties are modeled separately. 

Profiled layers modeled with exact cross sectional geometry. 

Floor finish layout pattern modeled with solids. 

In-floor components modeled as separate solids with exact cross 

sectional geometry (as solid column and beam types, etc.). 

Pipe/vent sleeves and column block outs are modeled. 

Excluded from scope if total thickness is less than 1“. 

Thickness, type per schedules and additional properties.  

Different layers of the composite are modeled separately. 

Adjacent layers of similar properties are modeled as a single layer. 

Floor layers modeled with exact thickness. Profiled layers modeled 

with exact enveloping rectangular geometry. 

In-floor components modeled as separate solids with exact 

enveloping geometry (as solid column and beam types, etc.). 

Modeled around elevator openings, staircases and mechanical 
shafts - stair finishes not modeled. 

Excluded from scope if total thickness is less than 2“. 

Thickness and type per schedules. 

All layers modeled as a single solid. 

Modeled with exact rectangular enveloping geometry. 

Sloped elements placed with exact slope. 

Contours per architectural drawings. 

Generally modeled from wall to wall within an individual room. 

Modeled around elevator openings, staircases and mechanical 
shafts - stair finishes not modeled. 

High 
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Model 

Classes 
Trait Definition Image 

M3 

Approximate Element Types and Sizes, Initial Diversification  

Diversification: 

Scope:   Medium 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

M4 

Detailed Element Types and Sizes, Diversification per Spec 

Diversification: 

Scope:   Average 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

M5 

Detailed Element Types and Sizes, Fabrication Level 

Diversification: 

Scope:   High 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

M6 

High level of detail (simplified Virtual Mock-up and Fabrication) 

Diversification: 

Scope: 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

Composite Pitched Roof 

Thickness, type per schedules and additional properties. Different 
layers of the composite modeled separately. Adjacent layers with 
same properties modeled separately, In-roof components that 
formulate a separate system and display behavior other than the 
regular layered nature of composite slabs modeled separately. 

Roof layers modeled with exact thickness (as solid roof types). 

Profiled layers modeled with exact enveloping rectangular 
geometry. In-roof components modeled as separate solids with 
exact enveloping geometry (as solid beam types). 

Pipe/vent sleeves and column block outs are modeled. 

Thickness, type per schedules and additional properties. Different 
layers of the composite are modeled separately. Adjacent layers 
with same properties modeled as a single layer. In-roof 
components that formulate a distinct, separate system and 
display behavior other than rafters are modeled separately 

Roof layers modeled with exact thickness (as solid roof types). 

Profiled layers modeled with exact enveloping rectangular 
geometry. In-roof components modeled as separate solids with 
exact enveloping geometry (as solid beam types). 

Pipe/vent sleeves and column block outs are modeled. 

Thickness and type per schedules. 

Purely structural and architectural layers modeled separately. 

All architectural layers modeled with a single solid. 

All structural layers modeled with a single solid. 

Roof layers modeled with exact thickness (as solid roof types). 

Profiled layers modeled with exact enveloping rectangular 
geometry. Sloped elements placed with exact slope. Contours are 
determined during the constructability analysis of structural, 
architectural and MEP drawings. 

 Elevator openings, staircases and mechanical shafts are modeled, 
placed as holes in the slab. 

Basic diversification by material and construction method (e.g.: 
prefabricated vs. in-place). 

One typical size used to model all instances of similar types. 

Structural and architectural layers modeled in a single solid. 

Modeled with closely matching rectangular cross sectional 
geometry. 

Slopes and changes in slope are modeled with ±5 degree 
tolerance, Contours follow structural drawings. 

 Only stair and elevator openings modeled.  

High 
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MODEL PRIMITIVES 
MULTI-COMPONENT SYSTEMS 

MPS 3.0 – Section 3:  
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Model 

Classes 
Trait Definition Image 

M3 

Approximate Element Types and Sizes, Initial Diversification  

Diversification: 

Scope:   Medium 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

M4 

Detailed Element Types and Sizes, Diversification per Spec 

Diversification: 

Scope:   Average 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

M5 

Detailed Element Types and Sizes, Fabrication Level 

Diversification: 

Scope:   High 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

M6 

High level of detail (simplified Virtual Mock-up and Fabrication) 

Diversification: 

Scope: 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

Curtain Wall 

Profile, type per schedules and additional properties (related to 
estimating/scheduling). 
Components of the system modeled separately: 
Individual spandrel panels, Individual glass panels, Mullions, 
Structural framing, Openings. 

Spandrel and glass panels are modeled individually with exact 
thickness, width and breadth. Mullions are modeled separately with 
exact cross sectional geometry. Structural framing modeled with 
exact cross sectional geometry (as profiled beams/columns). 

All door and window openings and MEP grilles, etc. 

Profile, type per schedules and additional properties (related to 
estimating/scheduling). 
Components of the system modeled separately: 
Spandrel areas, Glass areas, Mullions, Structural framing and  
Openings 

Spandrel and glass surfaces are modeled with exact thickness (as 
solid wall and roof types). 
Mullions are modeled separately with closely matching cross 
sectional geometry (as solid rectangular column and beam types). 

All door and window openings. 

Thickness and type per schedules for most system components. 
One typical width and breadth for mullions, width and height for 
openings, components of the system modeled separately: 
 Spandrel areas, Glass areas, Mullions, Structural framing and  
Openings 

Spandrel and glass surfaces are modeled with exact thickness. 
Mullions are modeled separately with symbolic cross sectional 
geometry. Structural framing modeled with closely matching cross 
sectional geometry. Openings modeled with exact width/height 
and with symbolic representation (as door types). 

Main entrances only. 

Basic diversification by appearance. One typical size used to 
model all instances of similar types. 

Entire system modeled as solids: 

 Spandrel and glass areas of the same type are not distinguished; 

Framing not modeled. 

Modeled with closely matching rectangular cross sectional 
geometry. 

Slanted elements modeled with ±5 degree tolerance. 

Not modeled. 

High 
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Model 

Classes 
Trait Definition Image 

M3 

Approximate Element Types and Sizes, Initial Diversification  

Diversification: 

Scope:   Medium 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

M4 

Detailed Element Types and Sizes, Diversification per Spec 

Diversification: 

Scope:   Average 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

M5 

Detailed Element Types and Sizes, Fabrication Level 

Diversification: 

Scope:   High 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

M6 

High level of detail (simplified Virtual Mock-up and Fabrication) 

Diversification: 

Scope: 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

Ceiling 

All thicknesses modeled. Thickness, type per schedules and 
additional properties (related to estimating/scheduling) included. 
Ceiling finish pattern changes modeled. Adjacent layers of similar 
properties are modeled separately. Framing modeled. 
Suspension system modeled. 

Profiled layers modeled with exact cross sectional geometry. Ceiling 
finish layout pattern modeled with solids. Framing components 
modeled as separate solids with exact cross sectional geometry. 
Suspension system with closely matching geometry that matches 
coordination requirements. 

Modeled (e.g.: columns). 

Excluded from scope if total thickness (including plenum) is less 
than 1“. Thickness, type per schedules and additional properties 
(related to estimating/scheduling). Different layers modeled 
separately. Adjacent layers of similar properties are modeled as a 
single layer. Framing modeled; suspension system not modeled. 

Ceiling layers modeled with exact thickness (similar to solid slab 
types). Profiled layers modeled with exact enveloping rectangular 
geometry. Framing components modeled as separate solids with 
exact rectangular enveloping geometry (as beam). 

Modeled (e.g.: columns). 

Excluded from scope if total thickness (including plenum) is less 
than 1“.  Thickness and type per schedules. Ceiling and framing 
modeled together as composite. 
Bulkheads modeled as separate vertical and horizontal segments, 
Suspension system not modeled. 

All layers of ceiling and framing modeled as a single solid with 
exact thickness. Framing not modeled as 3D components, ceiling 
grid is visually represented in 2D for coordination purposes. All 
elements modeled to exact elevation per ceiling layout plans. 

Not modeled. 

Excluded from scope if total thickness (including plenum) is less 
than 4“. Basic diversification by finish material and appearance. 
One typical size used to model all instances of similar types. 
Entire system modeled as solids:  Ceiling and framing,  
Bulkheads not modeled, Suspension system not modeled. 

All layers of ceiling and framing modeled as a single solid with 
typical thickness. All level elements placed at the same typical AFF 
elevation(s). Slanted elements modeled with ±5 degree tolerance. 
Modeled across interior walls as a single solid. 

Not modeled 

High 
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Model 

Classes 
Trait Definition Image 

M3 

Approximate Element Types and Sizes, Initial Diversification  

Diversification: 

Scope:   Medium 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

M4 

Detailed Element Types and Sizes, Diversification per Spec 

Diversification: 

Scope:   Average 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

M5 

Detailed Element Types and Sizes, Fabrication Level 

Diversification: 

Scope:   High 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

M6 

High level of detail (simplified Virtual Mock-up and Fabrication) 

Diversification: 

Scope: 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

Built-Up Column 

Profile, type per schedules and additional properties (related to 
estimating/scheduling) of the individual components. 

Individual parts of the column modeled separately (as profiled 
column and beam types). 

Modeled with exact cross sectional geometry. 

Modeled with exact inclination. 

Penetrations modeled. 

Profile, type per schedules and additional properties (related to 
estimating/scheduling) of the individual components. 

Individual parts of the column modeled separately (as profiled 
column and beam types). Modeled with closely matching cross 
sectional geometry - some finer details that do not affect 
coordination are disregarded. Modeled with exact inclination. 

Penetrations modeled. 

Overall shape/profile and type per schedules. 

Modeled with closely matching overall cross sectional geometry - 
individual members of the column not modeled separately. 
Modeled with exact inclination. 

Not modeled. 

Basic diversification by overall shape/profile, material and 
construction method (e.g.: prefabricated vs. in-place). 

One typical size used to model all instances. 

Only free standing columns are modeled separately.  Columns 
inside or protruding from walls are excluded. 

Modeled with closely matching rectangular enveloping cross 
sectional geometry. 

Slanted elements modeled with ±5 degree tolerance. 

Not modeled. 

High 
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Model 

Classes 
Trait Definition Image 

M3 

Approximate Element Types and Sizes, Initial Diversification  

Diversification: 

Scope:   Medium 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

M4 

Detailed Element Types and Sizes, Diversification per Spec 

Diversification: 

Scope:   Average 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

M5 

Detailed Element Types and Sizes, Fabrication Level 

Diversification: 

Scope:   High 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

M6 

High level of detail (simplified Virtual Mock-up and Fabrication) 

Diversification: 

Scope: 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

Built-Up Beam/Truss 

Profile, type per schedules and additional properties (related to 
estimating/scheduling) of the individual components. 

Individual parts of the beam/truss modeled separately (as profiled 
column and beam types). 

Modeled with exact cross sectional geometry.  

Modeled with exact slope. 

Penetrations modeled. 

Profile, type per schedules and additional properties (related to 
estimating/scheduling) of the individual components. 

Individual parts of the beam/truss modeled separately (as profiled 
column and beam types). Modeled with closely matching cross 
sectional geometry. Some finer details that do not affect 
coordination are disregarded. Modeled with exact slope. 

Penetrations modeled. 

Overall shape/profile and type per schedules. 

Modeled with closely matching overall cross sectional geometry - 
individual members of the beam/truss not modeled separately. 

Modeled with exact slope. 

Not modeled. 

Basic diversification by overall shape/profile, material and 
construction method. One typical size used to model all instances.  
Only autonomous beams/trusses are modeled individually.  
Beams, trusses and the like that formulate an integral part of a 
greater structural element (slab, roof, etc.) are excluded. 

Modeled with rectangular enveloping cross sectional geometry. 

Sloped elements modeled with ±5 degree tolerance. 

Not modeled. 

High 
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Model 

Classes 
Trait Definition Image 

M3 

Approximate Element Types and Sizes, Initial Diversification  

Diversification: 

Scope:   Medium 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

M4 

Detailed Element Types and Sizes, Diversification per Spec 

Diversification: 

Scope:   Average 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

M5 

Detailed Element Types and Sizes, Fabrication Level 

Diversification: 

Scope:   High 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

M6 

High level of detail (simplified Virtual Mock-up and Fabrication) 

Diversification: 

Scope: 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

Complex Slab 

Thickness, type per schedules and additional properties (related to 
estimating/scheduling). Different layers of the composite are 
modeled separately. Adjacent layers of similar properties are 
modeled separately. Ribs of ribbed slabs modeled separately 

Prefabricated slabs modeled as individual solids. 

Modeled with closely matching rectangular cross sectional 
geometry. Ribbed slabs modeled with a typical thickness of the 
slab portion, excluding the ribs. Slopes and changes in slope are 
modeled with ±5 degree tolerance. Elevation changes smaller 
than 12" are disregarded. 

Pipe/vent sleeves and column block outs are modeled. 

Thickness, type per schedules and additional properties (related to 
estimating/scheduling). Different layers of the composite are 
modeled separately. Adjacent layers of similar properties are 
modeled as a single layer. Ribs of ribbed slabs modeled 
separately. Prefabricated slabs modeled as individual solids. 

Modeled with closely matching rectangular cross sectional 
geometry. Ribbed slabs modeled with a typical thickness of the 
slab portion, excluding the ribs. Slopes and changes in slope are 
modeled with ±5 degree tolerance. Elevation changes smaller 
than 12" are disregarded. 

Pipe/vent sleeves and column block outs are modeled. 

Thickness and type per schedules. Purely structural and 
architectural layers modeled separately. All architectural layers 
modeled with a single solid. All structural layers modeled with a 
single solid. Ribs of ribbed slabs modeled separately. 

Prefabricated slab areas modeled as a single solid. 

Modeled with closely matching rectangular cross sectional 
geometry. Ribbed slabs modeled with a typical thickness of the 
slab portion, excluding the ribs. Slopes and changes in slope are 
modeled with ±5 degree tolerance, Elevation changes smaller 
than 12" are disregarded. 

Elevator openings, staircases and mechanical shafts are modeled. 

Basic diversification by material and construction method (e.g.: 
prefabricated vs. in-place). One typical size used to model all 
instances of similar types. Structural and architectural layers 
modeled in a single solid. Ribbed slabs modeled as a single solid. 

Prefabricated slab areas modeled as a single solid. 

Modeled with closely matching rectangular cross sectional 
geometry. Ribbed slabs modeled with a typical thickness of the 
slab portion, excluding the ribs. Slopes and changes in slope are 
modeled with ±5 degree tolerance. Elevation changes smaller 
than 12" are disregarded. 

Only stair and elevator openings modeled. 

High 
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Model 

Classes 
Trait Definition Image 

M3 

Approximate Element Types and Sizes, Initial Diversification  

Diversification: 

Scope:   Medium 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

M4 

Detailed Element Types and Sizes, Diversification per Spec 

Diversification: 

Scope:   Average 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

M5 

Detailed Element Types and Sizes, Fabrication Level 

Diversification: 

Scope:   High 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

M6 

High level of detail (simplified Virtual Mock-up and Fabrication) 

Diversification: 

Scope: 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

Door/Window 

Overall shape, width, height and type per schedules and 
additional properties (related to estimating/scheduling). 

Modeled with exact enveloping geometry. 

Slanted elements modeled with exact slope. 

Framing modeled with symbolic geometry. 

Hardware modeled. 

n/a 

Overall shape, width, height and type per schedules and 
additional properties (related to estimating/scheduling). 

Modeled with exact enveloping geometry. 

Slanted elements modeled with exact slope. 

Framing modeled with symbolic geometry. 

Hardware not modeled. 

n/a 

Overall shape, width, height and type per schedules. 

Modeled with exact enveloping geometry. 

Slanted elements modeled with exact slope. 

Framing modeled with symbolic geometry. 

Hardware not modeled. 

n/a 

Basic diversification by material and size. 

Width and height sizes rounded up to whole feet, all instances 
with a  ±6 inch tolerance modeled with the same type. 

Modeled with rectangular enveloping geometry. 

Slanted elements modeled with ±5 degree tolerance. 

Framing modeled with symbolic geometry. 

Hardware not modeled. 

n/a 

High 
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Model 

Classes 
Trait Definition Image 

M3 

Approximate Element Types and Sizes, Initial Diversification  

Diversification: 

Scope:   Medium 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

M4 

Detailed Element Types and Sizes, Diversification per Spec 

Diversification: 

Scope:   Average 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

M5 

Detailed Element Types and Sizes, Fabrication Level 

Diversification: 

Scope:   High 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

M6 

High level of detail (simplified Virtual Mock-up and Fabrication) 

Diversification: 

Scope: 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

Stair 

Adjacent layers of similar properties are modeled separately. 
Built-up stairs are broken out to their individual components. 
Decking modeled separately from concrete - flutes modeled. 
Steps modeled. 
Finishes modeled. 

Modeled with exact geometry, using the given modeling 
application’s best modeling techniques to achieve most accurate 
representation. Solid stair segments modeled with exact thickness 
(as solid slab types). 

 n/a 

Thickness, type per schedules and additional properties (related to 
estimating/scheduling). Flights and landings modeled separately. 
Different layers of composites modeled separately. Adjacent layers 
of similar properties are modeled as a single layer, Built-up stairs 
are broken out to their individual components. Decking not 
modeled. 

Modeled with closing matching geometry, using the given 
modeling application’s stair modeling tool. Sloped elements 
placed with exact slope. Contours are determined during the 
constructability analysis of structural, architectural and MEP 
drawings. 

 n/a 

Thickness and type per schedules. 

All instances modeled with a single solid. 

Steps modeled. 

Finishes not modeled. 

Modeled with closing matching geometry, using the given 
modeling application s stair modeling tool, Sloped elements placed 
with exact slope. Contours are determined during the 
constructability analysis of design drawings. 

 n/a 

Basic diversification by material and construction method (e.g.: 
prefabricated vs. in-place). All instances modeled with the same 
typical thickness. All instances modeled with a single solid. 

Steps not modeled. 

Finishes not modeled. 

Modeled with typical thickness (as sloped solid slab types). 

Slopes and changes in slope are modeled with ±5 degree 
tolerance. 

Contours follow structural drawings. 

 n/a 

High 
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Model 

Classes 
Trait Definition Image 

M3 

Approximate Element Types and Sizes, Initial Diversification  

Diversification: 

Scope:   Medium 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

M4 

Detailed Element Types and Sizes, Diversification per Spec 

Diversification: 

Scope:   Average 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

M5 

Detailed Element Types and Sizes, Fabrication Level 

Diversification: 

Scope:   High 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

M6 

High level of detail (simplified Virtual Mock-up and Fabrication) 

Diversification: 

Scope: 

Geometry: 

Penetrations: 

Fixture/Device 

Per project scope requirements. 

Shape, size and type per schedules and additional properties 
(related to estimating/scheduling). 

Modeled with exact geometry. 

Slanted elements modeled with exact slope. 

n/a 

Per project scope requirements. 

Shape, size and type per schedules and additional properties 
(related to estimating/scheduling). 

Modeled with closely matching geometry. 

Slanted elements modeled with exact slope. 

n/a 

Per project scope requirements. 

Shape, size and type per schedules. 

Modeled with exact enveloping geometry. 

Slanted elements modeled with exact slope. 

n/a 

High 
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Model 

Classes 
Trait Definition Image 

M3 

Approximate Element Types and Sizes, Initial Diversification  

Diversification: 

Scope:   Medium 

Geometry: 

Connections: 

M4 

Detailed Element Types and Sizes, Diversification per Spec 

Diversification: 

Scope:   Average 

Geometry: 

Connections: 

M5 

Detailed Element Types and Sizes, Fabrication Level 

Diversification: 

Scope:   High 

Geometry: 

Connections: 

M6 

High level of detail (simplified Virtual Mock-up and Fabrication) 

Diversification: 

Scope   High 

Geometry: 

Connections: 

Ducts 

Risers modeled. 
All horizontal runs modeled from risers to  equipment and fixtures. 
Insulation modeled per specifications. 
All runs modeled with the specified materials. 
 

Cross sectional geometry modeled per specifications (rectangular, 
oval, round, flexible). 

Straight runs modeled in segments per shop drawing piece length 
information. 

Flex connections to fixtures are modeled. 

Risers modeled. 

All horizontal runs modeled from risers to  equipment and fixtures. 

Insulation modeled per specifications. 

All runs modeled with the specified materials. 

Cross sectional geometry modeled per specifications (rectangular, 
oval, round, flexible). 

Flanges modeled, slopes and changes in slope modeled per 
available elevation tags on documents. 

Flex connections to fixtures are modeled. 

 Risers modeled. 

All horizontal runs modeled from risers to  equipment and fixtures. 

Insulation modeled per specifications. 

All runs modeled with the specified materials. 

Cross sectional geometry modeled per specifications (rectangular, 
oval, round, flexible). Flanges not modeled. 

Slopes and changes in slope modeled per available elevation tags 
on documents. Elevation changes (which are not shown on the 
documents) may be applied to avoid clashes in the model. 

All fittings modeled with the best matching fitting available in the 
Vico MEP Virtual Warehouse. 

Risers modeled. 

Only primary horizontal runs modeled. 

All runs modeled with the same material. 

All runs modeled with approximate rectangular enveloping 
geometry. 
Flanges not modeled.  Slopes and changes in slope are modeled 
with ±5 degree tolerance. 

All fittings modeled with the default object of the given 
application to provide symbolic representation. 
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Model 

Classes 
Trait Definition Image 

M3 

Approximate Element Types and Sizes, Initial Diversification  

Diversification: 

Scope:   Medium 

Geometry: 

Connections: 

M4 

Detailed Element Types and Sizes, Diversification per Spec 

Diversification: 

Scope:   Average 

Geometry: 

Connections: 

M5 

Detailed Element Types and Sizes, Fabrication Level 

Diversification: 

Scope:   High 

Geometry: 

Connections: 

M6 

High level of detail (simplified Virtual Mock-up and Fabrication) 

Diversification: 

Scope   High 

Geometry: 

Connections: 

Gravity Pipes 

Runs of all sizes modeled. 

Size and material by schedules. 

Insulation modeled per specifications. 

All runs modeled with the specified materials. 

All runs modeled with exact cross sectional geometry. 

Straight runs modeled in segments per shop drawing piece length 
information.  Slopes and changes in slope modeled per available 
elevation tags on documents. 

Connections to fixtures modeled. 

Runs of all sizes modeled. 

Size and material by schedules. 

Insulation modeled per specifications. 

All runs modeled with the specified materials. 

All runs modeled with exact cross sectional geometry. 

Straight runs modeled in segments per shop drawing piece length 
information. Slopes and changes in slope modeled per available 
elevation tags on documents. 

Connections to fixtures modeled. 

All runs with a diameter of 2" or larger are modeled. 

Size and material by schedules. 

Insulation modeled per specifications. 

All runs modeled with the specified materials. 

Slopes and changes in slope modeled per available elevation tags 
on documents. 

Elevation changes (which are not shown on the documents) may 
be applied to avoid clashes in the model. 

 
Connections to fixtures modeled. 

Risers modeled. 

Only primary horizontal runs modeled. 

All runs modeled with the same material. 

All runs modeled with exact cross sectional geometry. 

Straight pipe runs modeled as a single, continuous piece. 

Slopes and changes in slope are modeled with ±5 degree 
tolerance. 

- Connections to fixtures not modeled 
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Model 

Classes 
Trait Definition Image 

M3 

Approximate Element Types and Sizes, Initial Diversification  

Diversification: 

Scope:   Medium 

Geometry: 

Connections: 

M4 

Detailed Element Types and Sizes, Diversification per Spec 

Diversification: 

Scope:   Average 

Geometry: 

Connections: 

M5 

Detailed Element Types and Sizes, Fabrication Level 

Diversification: 

Scope:   High 

Geometry: 

Connections: 

M6 

High level of detail (simplified Virtual Mock-up and Fabrication) 

Diversification: 

Scope   High 

Geometry: 

Connections: 

Pressure Pipes 

Runs of all sizes modeled. 

Size and material by schedules. 

Insulation modeled per specifications. 

All runs modeled with the specified materials. 

All runs modeled with exact cross sectional geometry. 

Straight runs modeled in segments per shop drawing piece length 
information. Slopes and changes in slope modeled per available 
elevation tags on documents. 

Connections to fixtures modeled. 

All runs with a diameter of 3/4" or larger are modeled. 

Size and material by schedules. 

Insulation modeled per specifications. 

All runs modeled with the specified materials. 

All runs modeled with exact cross sectional geometry. Bunches of 
pipes smaller than 3/4" are modeled with rectangular enveloping 
geometry if the combined size is above 3/4" x 3/4“. 

Straight runs modeled in segments per shop drawing piece length 
information. 

Connections to fixtures modeled. 

All runs with a diameter of 2" or larger are modeled. 

Size and material by schedules. 

Insulation modeled per specifications. 

All runs modeled with the specified materials. 

All runs modeled with exact cross sectional geometry. 

Bunches of pipes smaller than 2" are modeled with rectangular 
enveloping geometry if the combined size is above 2" x 2”. 

Connections to fixtures modeled. 

Risers modeled. 

Only primary horizontal runs modeled. 

Insulation modeled with one average thickness.  

All runs modeled with the same material. 

All runs modeled with exact cross sectional geometry. 

Straight pipe runs modeled as a single, continuous piece. 

Slopes and changes in slope are modeled with ±5 degree 
tolerance. 

Connections to fixtures not modeled. 
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Model 

Classes 
Trait Definition Image 

M3 

Approximate Element Types and Sizes, Initial Diversification  

Diversification: 

Scope:   Medium 

Geometry: 

Connections: 

M4 

Detailed Element Types and Sizes, Diversification per Spec 

Diversification: 

Scope:   Average 

Geometry: 

Connections: 

M5 

Detailed Element Types and Sizes, Fabrication Level 

Diversification: 

Scope:   High 

Geometry: 

Connections: 

M6 

High level of detail (simplified Virtual Mock-up and Fabrication) 

Diversification: 

Scope   High 

Geometry: 

Connections: 

FP Pipes 

Runs of all sizes modeled. 

Size and material by schedules. 

Insulation modeled per specifications. 

All runs modeled with the specified materials. 

All runs modeled with exact cross sectional geometry. 

Straight runs modeled in segments per shop drawing piece length 
information. Slopes and changes in slope modeled per available 
elevation tags on documents. 

Connections to fixtures modeled. 

Runs of all sizes modeled. 

Size and material by schedules. 

Insulation modeled per specifications. 

All runs modeled with the specified materials. 

All runs modeled with exact cross sectional geometry. 

Bunches of pipes smaller than 1/2" are modeled with rectangular 
enveloping geometry if the combined size is above 1/2" x 1/2“. 

Connections to fixtures modeled. 

All runs with a diameter of 1" or larger are modeled. 

Size and material by schedules. 

Insulation modeled per specifications. 

All runs modeled with the specified materials. 

All runs modeled with exact cross sectional geometry. 

Bunches of pipes smaller than 1" are modeled with rectangular 
enveloping geometry if the combined size is above 1" x 1“. 

Connections to fixtures modeled. 

Risers modeled 

Only primary horizontal runs modeled 

Insulation modeled with one average thickness  

All runs modeled with the same material 

 All runs modeled with exact cross sectional geometry 

Straight pipe runs modeled as a single, continuous piece 

Slopes and changes in slope are modeled with ±5 degree tolerance 

- Connections to fixtures not modeled 
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Model 

Classes 
Trait Definition Image 

M3 

Approximate Element Types and Sizes, Initial Diversification  

Diversification: 

Scope:   Medium 

Geometry: 

Connections: 

M4 

Detailed Element Types and Sizes, Diversification per Spec 

Diversification: 

Scope:   Average 

Geometry: 

Connections: 

M5 

Detailed Element Types and Sizes, Fabrication Level 

Diversification: 

Scope:   High 

Geometry: 

Connections: 

M6 

High level of detail (simplified Virtual Mock-up and Fabrication) 

Diversification: 

Scope   High 

Geometry: 

Connections: 

Cable Trays and Bus Ducts 

Risers modeled, All horizontal runs modeled from risers to  
equipment and fixtures. 

Elevation changes (which are not shown on the documents) may 
be applied to avoid clashes in the model. 

All runs modeled with the specified materials. 

Cross sectional geometry modeled per specifications. 

Straight runs modeled in segments per shop drawing piece length 
information. Slopes and changes in slope modeled per available 
elevation tags on documents. 

All fittings modeled to represent realistic spatial requirements. 

Risers modeled, All horizontal runs modeled from risers to  
equipment and fixtures. 

Elevation changes (which are not shown on the documents) may 
be applied to avoid clashes in the model. 

All runs modeled with the specified materials. 

Cross sectional geometry modeled per specifications. 

Straight runs modeled in segments per shop drawing piece length 
information. 

All fittings modeled to represent realistic spatial requirements. 

Risers modeled. 

All horizontal runs modeled from risers to  equipment and fixtures. 

All runs modeled with the specified materials. 

Risers modeled. 

All horizontal runs modeled from risers to  equipment and fixtures. 

All runs modeled with the specified materials. 

All fittings modeled to represent realistic spatial requirements. 
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Model 

Classes 
Trait Definition Image 

M3 

Approximate Element Types and Sizes, Initial Diversification  

Diversification: 

Scope:   Medium 

Geometry: 

Connections: 

M4 

Detailed Element Types and Sizes, Diversification per Spec 

Diversification: 

Scope:   Average 

Geometry: 

Connections: 

M5 

Detailed Element Types and Sizes, Fabrication Level 

Diversification: 

Scope:   High 

Geometry: 

Connections: 

M6 

High level of detail (simplified Virtual Mock-up and Fabrication) 

Diversification: 

Scope   High 

Geometry: 

Connections: 

Rigid Conduits 

Runs of all sizes modeled. 

Size and material by schedules. 

All runs modeled with the specified materials. 

All runs modeled with exact cross sectional geometry. 

Slopes and changes in slope modeled per available elevation tags 
on documents. 

Bend radius per specifications. 

Pull boxes and junction boxes modeled per specifications. 
Connections to fixtures modeled. 

All runs with a diameter of 2" or larger are modeled. 

Size and material by schedules. 

All runs modeled with the specified materials. 

All runs modeled with exact cross sectional geometry. 

Bunches of conduits smaller than 2" are modeled with rectangular 
enveloping geometry if the combined size is above 2" x 2“. 

Pull boxes and junction boxes modeled generically. Connections to 
fixtures modeled. 

All runs with a diameter of 3" or larger are modeled. 

Size and material by schedules. 

All runs modeled with the specified materials. 

All runs modeled with exact cross sectional geometry. 

Bunches of conduits smaller than 3" are modeled with rectangular 
enveloping geometry if the combined size is above 3" x 3“. 

Pull boxes and junction boxes not modeled. Connections to fixtures 
modeled. 
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Model 

Classes 
Trait Definition Image 

M3 

Approximate Element Types and Sizes, Initial Diversification  

Diversification: 

Scope:   Medium 

Geometry: 

Connections: 

M4 

Detailed Element Types and Sizes, Diversification per Spec 

Diversification: 

Scope:   Average 

Geometry: 

Connections: 

M5 

Detailed Element Types and Sizes, Fabrication Level 

Diversification: 

Scope:   High 

Geometry: 

Connections: 

M6 

High level of detail (simplified Virtual Mock-up and Fabrication) 

Diversification: 

Scope   High 

Geometry: 

Connections: 

Flexible Conduits 

Runs of all sizes modeled. 

Size and material by schedules. 

All runs modeled with the specified materials. 

All runs modeled with exact cross sectional geometry. 

Pull boxes and junction boxes modeled per specifications. 
Connections to fixtures modeled. 

All runs modeled down to 1”. 

Size and material by schedules. 

All runs modeled with the specified materials. 

All runs modeled with exact cross sectional geometry. 

Bunches of conduit smaller than 1" are modeled with rectangular 
enveloping geometry if the combined size is above 1" x 1" 

Pull boxes and junction boxes modeled generically. Connections to 
fixtures modeled. 
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Model 

Classes 
Trait Definition Image 

M3 

Approximate Element Types and Sizes, Initial Diversification  

Diversification: 

Scope:   Medium 

Geometry: 

Connections: 

M4 

Detailed Element Types and Sizes, Diversification per Spec 

Diversification: 

Scope:   Average 

Geometry: 

Connections: 

M5 

Detailed Element Types and Sizes, Fabrication Level 

Diversification: 

Scope:   High 

Geometry: 

Connections: 

M6 

High level of detail (simplified Virtual Mock-up and Fabrication) 

Diversification: 

Scope   High 

Geometry: 

Connections: 

Primary Equipment 

Per project scope requirements. 

Shape, size and type per schedules, specifications and additional 
properties (related to estimating/scheduling). 

Modeled with exact geometry per submittal information. 

Access spaces represented per submittal information. 

Clearances represented per submittal information. 

All available pipe, duct and electrical connection points defined 
per submittal information. 

Per project scope requirements. 

Shape, size and type per schedules, specifications and additional 
properties (related to estimating/scheduling). 

Modeled with detailed geometry to represent the outer limits of 
the equipment. 

Access spaces represented. 

Clearances represented. 
 
All available  pipe, duct and electrical connection points defined. 

Per project scope requirements. 

Shape, size and type per schedules. 

Modeled with simplified geometry per specifications on 
manufacturer website - if detailed geometry information is not 
available envelope will be scaled from plans. 

Access spaces represented. Clearances represented. 

Available pipe and duct connection points defined for those MEP 
runs that are modeled at this detail level. 

Only main roof top and MEP room equipment modeled per project 
scope requirements. 

Generic types used. 

Modeled as a box with generic enveloping geometry. 

Access spaces not represented. 

Clearances not represented. 

 

Pipe and duct connection points not defined. Electrical connection 
points not defined. 
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Model 

Classes 
Trait Definition Image 

M3 

Approximate Element Types and Sizes, Initial Diversification  

Diversification: 

Scope:   Medium 

Geometry: 

Connections: 

M4 

Detailed Element Types and Sizes, Diversification per Spec 

Diversification: 

Scope:   Average 

Geometry: 

Connections: 

M5 

Detailed Element Types and Sizes, Fabrication Level 

Diversification: 

Scope:   High 

Geometry: 

Connections: 

M6 

High level of detail (simplified Virtual Mock-up and Fabrication) 

Diversification: 

Scope   High 

Geometry: 

Connections: 

Primary Fixtures 

Per project scope requirements. 

Shape, size and type per schedules, specifications and additional 
properties (related to estimating/scheduling). 

Modeled with exact geometry per submittal information. 

Access spaces represented per submittal information. 

Clearances represented upon request per submittal information. 

All available pipe, duct and electrical connection points defined 
per submittals. 

Per project scope requirements. 

Shape, size and type per schedules, specifications and additional 
properties (related to estimating/scheduling). 

Modeled with detailed geometry to represent the outer limits of 
the fixture. 

Access spaces represented. 

Clearances represented upon request. 

All available pipe, duct and electrical connection points defined at 
approximate locations. 

Per project scope requirements. 

Shape, size and type per schedules. 

Modeled with simplified geometry  using the best matching fixture 
available in the Vico MEP Virtual Warehouse. Clearances 
represented upon request. 

Electrical connection points not defined. 

Per project scope requirements. 

Shape, size and type per schedules. 

Modeled with simplified geometry per specifications on 
manufacturer website - if detailed geometry information is not 
available envelope will be scaled from plans. 

Access spaces represented. Clearances represented. 

Electrical connection points not defined. 
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Model 

Classes 
Trait Definition Image 

M3 

Approximate Element Types and Sizes, Initial Diversification  

Diversification: 

Scope:   Medium 

Geometry: 

Connections: 

M4 

Detailed Element Types and Sizes, Diversification per Spec 

Diversification: 

Scope:   Average 

Geometry: 

Connections: 

M5 

Detailed Element Types and Sizes, Fabrication Level 

Diversification: 

Scope:   High 

Geometry: 

Connections: 

M6 

High level of detail (simplified Virtual Mock-up and Fabrication) 

Diversification: 

Scope   High 

Geometry: 

Connections: 

Secondary Equipment & Accessories 

Per project scope requirements. 

Shape, size and type per schedules, specifications and additional 
properties (related to estimating/scheduling). 

Modeled with exact geometry per submittal information. 

Access spaces represented per submittal information. 

Clearances represented per submittal information. 

All available pipe, duct and electrical connection points defined 
per submittal information. 

Per project scope requirements. 

Shape, size and type per schedules, specifications and additional 
properties (related to estimating/scheduling). 

Modeled with detailed geometry to represent the outer limits of 
the equipment. 

Access spaces represented, clearances represented. 

 

All available  pipe, duct and electrical connection points defined. 

Per project scope requirements. 

Shape, size and type per schedules. 

Modeled with simplified geometry per specifications on 
manufacturer website - if detailed geometry information is not 
available envelope will be scaled from plans. 

Access spaces represented, clearances represented. 

Electrical connection points not defined. 
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Model 

Classes 
Trait Definition Image 

M3 

Approximate Element Types and Sizes, Initial Diversification  

Diversification: 

Scope:   Medium 

Geometry: 

Connections: 

M4 

Detailed Element Types and Sizes, Diversification per Spec 

Diversification: 

Scope:   Average 

Geometry: 

Connections: 

M5 

Detailed Element Types and Sizes, Fabrication Level 

Diversification: 

Scope:   High 

Geometry: 

Connections: 

M6 

High level of detail (simplified Virtual Mock-up and Fabrication) 

Diversification: 

Scope   High 

Geometry: 

Connections: 

Secondary Fixtures 

Per project scope requirements. 

Shape, size and type per schedules, specifications and additional 
properties (related to estimating/scheduling). 

Modeled with detailed geometry to represent the outer limits of 
the fixture. 

Access spaces represented. 

Clearances represented upon request. 

All available pipe, duct and electrical connection points defined at 
approximate locations. 

Per project scope requirements. 

Shape, size and type per schedules. 

 

Modeled with simplified geometry  using the best matching fixture 
available in the Vico MEP Virtual Warehouse. 

Clearances represented upon request. 

 

Electrical connection points not defined. 
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Model 

Classes 
Trait Definition Image 

M3 

Approximate Element Types and Sizes, Initial Diversification  

Diversification: 

Scope:   Medium 

Geometry: 

Connections: 

M4 

Detailed Element Types and Sizes, Diversification per Spec 

Diversification: 

Scope:   Average 

Geometry: 

Connections: 

M5 

Detailed Element Types and Sizes, Fabrication Level 

Diversification: 

Scope:   High 

Geometry: 

Connections: 

M6 

High level of detail (simplified Virtual Mock-up and Fabrication) 

Diversification: 

Scope   High 

Geometry: 

Connections: 

Valves 

All valves included per project scope requirements. 

Shape, size and type per schedules, specifications and additional 
properties (related to estimating/scheduling). 

Modeled with exact geometry per submittal information. 

Access spaces represented per submittal information. 

Clearances represented per submittal information. 

 n/a 

All valves included. 

Per project scope requirements. 

Shape, size and type per schedules, specifications and additional 
properties (related to estimating/scheduling). 

Modeled with detailed geometry to represent the outer limits of 
the equipment. 

Access spaces represented.  

Clearances represented. 

 n/a 

Only those valves shall be included that are explicitly called out on 
floor plans. 

Per project scope requirements. 

Shape, size and type per schedules. 

Modeled with simplified geometry  using the best matching fixture 
available in the Vico MEP Virtual Warehouse). 

Clearances not represented. 

 

 n/a 
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Model 

Classes 
Trait Definition Image 

M3 

Approximate Element Types and Sizes, Initial Diversification  

Diversification: 

Scope:   Medium 

Geometry: 

Connections: 

M4 

Detailed Element Types and Sizes, Diversification per Spec 

Diversification: 

Scope:   Average 

Geometry: 

Connections: 

M5 

Detailed Element Types and Sizes, Fabrication Level 

Diversification: 

Scope:   High 

Geometry: 

Connections: 

M6 

High level of detail (simplified Virtual Mock-up and Fabrication) 

Diversification: 

Scope   High 

Geometry: 

Connections: 

Instrumentation & Controls 

Per project scope requirements. 

Shape, size and type per schedules, specifications and additional 
properties (related to estimating/scheduling). 

Modeled with detailed geometry to represent the outer limits of 
the fixture. 

Access spaces represented. 

Clearances represented upon request. 

All available pipe, duct and electrical connection points defined at 
approximate locations. 

Per project scope requirements. 

Shape, size and type per schedules and specifications. 

Modeled with simplified geometry using the best matching fixture 
available in the Vico MEP Virtual Warehouse. 

Clearances represented upon request. 

Electrical connection points not defined. 
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Model 

Classes 
Trait Definition Image 

M3 

Approximate Element Types and Sizes, Initial Diversification  

Diversification: 

Scope:   Medium 

Geometry: 

Connections: 

M4 

Detailed Element Types and Sizes, Diversification per Spec 

Diversification: 

Scope:   Average 

Geometry: 

Connections: 

M5 

Detailed Element Types and Sizes, Fabrication Level 

Diversification: 

Scope:   High 

Geometry: 

Connections: 

M6 

High level of detail (simplified Virtual Mock-up and Fabrication) 

Diversification: 

Scope   High 

Geometry: 

Connections: 

Hangers and Seismic Bracing 

Per project scope requirements. 

Shape, size and type per schedules, specifications and additional 
properties (related to estimating/scheduling). 

Modeled with exact geometry per manufacturer information. 

Point load information represented visually when provided by the 
client or engineer. 

 n/a 

Per project scope requirements. 

Shape, size and type per schedules and specifications. 

Modeled with simplified geometry  using the best matching 
hanger/brace object available in the Vico MEP Virtual Warehouse. 

Point load information represented visually when provided by the 
client or engineer. No point load calculation and spacing 
adjustments done. 

 n/a 
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About Trimble Buildings 

Trimble Buildings is the new group from Trimble Navigation, Ltd. dedicated to building 
construction hardware, software, and services.  Built on Trimble’s own 20-year history 
with jobsite solutions for layout and measurement, Trimble Buildings strives to deliver 
real-time project data to people who need it most, whether at the jobsite, the HQ, or 
any place in between.  After all, it’s this construction data that informs so many critical 
decisions and impacts both schedule and cost.  

 

Trimble Buildings includes solutions from brands you know and love like Tekla, 
SketchUp, Vico Software, Meridian Prolog, WinEst and Modelogix, Trimble field 
solutions, and Virtual Design and Construction Services to meet the needs of your 
projects today and tomorrow.  Not only are we enhancing these best-of-breed 
construction solutions, but we are creating new workflows and new integrations 
between them.  Developed with our own Design-Build-Operate strategies and 
customer insights, complete with industry best practices and content, our goal is 
simple: integrated construction management. 

 

Our solutions are designed by construction experts for construction experts.  We know 
the excitement of watching a building come out of the ground – now we want to make 
that process even better.  We want to apply construction science to every decision – 
replacing gut feelings with real numbers.  

 

For more information on the MPS 3.0, LOD, and related Virtual Construction best 
practices, please contact info@vicosoftware.com.  
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